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Sensitivity Degradation in a Tri-Band GSM BiCMOS
Direct-Conversion Receiver Caused by

Transient Substrate Heating
Sven Mattisson, Senior Member, IEEE, Hans Hagberg, and Pietro Andreani, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—An analysis of transient thermal substrate ef-
fects impairing the sensitivity of the DCS path in a tri-band
GSM/DCS/PCS BiCMOS radio receiver is presented in this paper.
A simple thermal model of the substrate is employed, enabling
concurrent electrothermal circuit-substrate simulations within a
standard analog circuit simulator. Simulation results obtained
with this approach match very closely the measured data, and
are used to predict the sensitivity of different circuit layout con-
figurations to thermal gradients in the substrate. Following the
guidelines suggested by these analyses, a redesigned version of the
receiver displays a sensitivity improvement of 2 dB to 4 dB.

Index Terms—BiCMOS, DCS, electrothermal simulations,
GSM, PCS, radio receivers, substrate effects, thermal effects.

I. INTRODUCTION

I T is well known that a number of impairments may affect
the behavior of direct-conversion receivers. This is because

several distortion mechanisms result in an increased equivalent
noise at baseband, where the desired down-converted signal is
also present. In particular, Manstretta et al. have shown that
the ultimate bottleneck in (CMOS) direct-conversion receivers
is the down-conversion mixer, where the mismatch between
the threshold voltage of the switching devices plays a fun-
damental role [1]. An important advantage of bipolar mixer
cores, compared to CMOS ones, is that bipolar devices match
considerably better than CMOS ones, allowing a much higher
input-referred second-order-distortion intercept point (IIP2)
performance. This, together with a much lower noise
corner and a higher transconductance, is the main reason for the
continuing popularity of BiCMOS direct-conversion receivers,
despite the higher cost compared to CMOS processes.

However, this does not mean that the design of high-perfor-
mance direct-conversion BiCMOS receivers is a trivial task: on
the contrary, the lab engineer often observes phenomena that
went undetected during the IC design simulation/verification
phase. Understanding the origin of an unexpected behavior
often requires patient investigations together with educated
guesses. This work describes the occurrence of one particularly
interesting case of discrepancy between simulations and mea-
surement, which resulted in a receiver sensitivity degradation
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between 2 dB and 4 dB (sensitivity being defined as the lowest
input signal level for which the BER is below 0.1%), and
which could eventually be traced back to thermal transients
in the silicon IC substrate inducing a slowly varying offset in
the down-conversion mixers. The investigation of this source
of distortion required the use of concurrent electrothermal
circuit simulations, which were able to reproduce measurement
results very closely, ultimately demonstrating the desirability
of two-dimensional (2-D) common-centroid layouts for tem-
perature-sensitive circuit blocks.

Far from representing a mere academic interest, thermal
effects are thereby shown to be potentially relevant in mass
market applications such as integrated radio transceivers, with
the power of severely impairing the performance of other-
wise state-of-the-art designs. In fact, as IC dimensions keep
shrinking at a steady pace, the importance of thermal effects is
bound to increase in the future.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the mea-
surement results at the origin of this investigation are discussed,
together with the impact of component mismatch in the non-
ideal mixer behavior. Section III explains the framework en-
abling electrothermal simulations, and Section IV shows the
very good matching obtained between measurements and the
newly obtained simulation results, and proceeds discussing the
effectiveness of layout symmetry in combating on-chip tem-
perature gradients, which is also confirmed (Section V) by an
improved version of the dual-band receiver. Conclusions wrap
up the paper as usual, while the Spice code of the augmented
bipolar transistor model employed in the electrothermal simu-
lations is listed in the Appendix.

II. AN UNFORESEEN PROBLEM

This work derives its origin from puzzling results found
during the full field test of a tri-band GSM/DCS/PCS BiCMOS
receiver, whose simplified block view is shown in Fig. 1. At
high temperatures (75 C), the sensitivity of the DCS receiver
was on average 2 dB lower than for the PCS receiver, in spite
of the small frequency difference between the two bands, and
of the fact that both receivers were built from identical blocks.
Further investigations clarified the following: 1) switching the
DCS and PCS signal paths suggested that the effect was tied
to the DCS signal path, and in particular to the interactions
between neighboring blocks; 2) a slow-settling (time constant
of some 100 s) DC component was detected at the differential
baseband DCS/PCS outputs (largest in the DCS case); 3) the
static performance of the receivers was not affected.

0018-9200/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Block schematic of the tri-band receiver.

Fig. 2. Core of BiCMOS double-balanced mixer.

Fig. 3. Square wave with duty cycle slightly different from 50%.

System simulations confirmed the correlation between slow
DC-offset variations and loss of sensitivity.

Prominent means of interaction between circuit blocks are
substrate-induced electrical effects, LO-leakage-induced offsets
(through rectification), and thermal gradients in the substrate.
However, only thermal effects are really able to account for the
presence of time constants as high as hundreds of microseconds.
It was therefore natural to seek a temperature-related cause for
the slow-settling baseband DC offset.1

Of the many places in a radio receiver where thermal effects
may cause problems, the core of the double-balanced mixer of
Fig. 2 is a very strong candidate. Focusing, without loss of gen-
erality, on the leftmost switching pair in Fig. 2, it is well known
[2] that, for temperatures not too far from 300 K, a temperature
difference between the two (constant-current biased) tran-
sistors results in a threshold voltage difference between

1We remind the reader that DCS/PSC receivers are not active continuously,
but rather in a time-division fashion. This means that thermal transients appear
at the beginning of each receive time slot.

them in the range of 1.5 mV . This, in turn, is equivalent
to driving the transistors with a square wave having a duty cycle
different from the ideal 50%. Referring to the square wave
in Fig. 3, we let and , and define

(1)

where is the period of the square wave. If is much smaller
than unity, the Fourier expansion of becomes

(2)

with . Both device and LO offsets are accounted
for by . Referring again to Fig. 2, we assume that the input
currents and contain both a bias component and a dif-
ferential signal :

(3)

Defining now two square waves and , with and de-
parture from a 50% duty cycle, respectively, the output currents
from the double-balanced mixer can be written as2

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

From (2) and (4)–(7), and considering only the components
down-converted to baseband, the differential output current of
the double-balanced mixer becomes

(8)

where

(9)

Equation (8) shows that a time-varying signal , with a gain
equal to twice the bias current, does appear at baseband, pos-
sibly corrupting the bona fide signal , and ultimately re-
sulting in sensitivity and IIP2 degradation.3

Whether this really is the degradation mechanism in action
in the receiver, however, depends critically on the magnitude of

2Obviously, the LO delivers a single square wave. However, the offsets are
in general different for the two switching pairs in the double-balanced mixer;
therefore, the two mixers are effectively switched by two different square waves,
S and S .

3On the contrary, a time-invariant�� does not cause any loss of sensitivity,
as it is easily removed in the digital baseband prior to signal demodulation.
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the thermally induced , which at this point is impossible to
estimate even as a rough guess.4

III. ELECTROTHERMAL SIMULATIONS

While we have seen that there are strong reasons to believe
that a thermally induced mixer offset may be the (main) cause of
a reduced DCS receiver sensitivity, it would be very reassuring
to be able to replicate this effect through simulations as well, the
ultimate goal being of course to detect this kind of misbehavior
prior to chip fabrication. The problem, however, is that currently
available tools do not directly support simultaneous transient
analysis in both the thermal and the electrical domain.

Fortunately, it is possible to augment a standard analog
circuit simulator to also incorporate dynamic thermal effects.
As a matter of fact, concurrent electrothermal simulations
have been performed (at least) since 1976, when Fukahori
and Gray published their classical investigation of the A741
operational amplifier (and of other circuits as well) [3], while
the framework enabling an integrated electrothermal simulation
had been studied and proposed even earlier by Szekely [4], [5].

In the following years, several researchers have examined the
issue of efficient co-simulation of the two domains, either using
two different simulators, each optimized for the respective do-
main (see, e.g., [6], [7]), or using a single Spice-like simulator
(see, e.g., [3], [8], [9]). The latter is the option chosen in the
present work as well, being the only compatible with commer-
cially available mainstream electrical simulators.

In the next section, we will give some details about the pro-
cedure adopted to set up a common electrothermal simulation
environment. While our approach is not new, we also believe it
is not particularly well known in the IC community, and its brief
description here has the advantage of making this paper largely
self-contained.

A. Simulation Methodology

Circuit simulators such as Spice or Spectre [10] are opti-
mized for solving differential algebraic equations with electrical
charge, or flux, as state variables. It is normally possible to
set the value of the circuit temperature, but only as a global
constant. To perform a complete dynamic electrothermal sim-
ulation, we have to enhance the circuit description to include:
1) a thermal model of the die; 2) the local interaction between
thermal and electrical parameters; 3) devices with local dynamic
temperature dependence; and 4) the instantaneous power dis-
sipations of the devices. Most importantly, the electrothermal
model should be compatible with a plain electrical simulator,
since we do not wish to develop custom tools for our investiga-
tions. As a matter of fact, this is relatively easy to achieve if we
adopt a discretized equivalent model of the silicon die, where
thermal-domain differential equations are recast in the more fa-
miliar electrical domain. In particular, temperature will be iden-
tified with voltage, and power with electrical current.

4While it might be believed that power consumption levels in modern radio
front-ends are so low (a few tens of mW on average), that the resulting tem-
perature gradients be utterly negligible, it must also be considered that ever in-
creasing performances are demanded from the same receivers.

Fig. 4. Electrical equivalent circuit implementing the discretized heat equation
(13).

We start by recalling the partial differential equation de-
scribing heat diffusion (see, e.g., [11]):

(10)

where is the temperature of the material, its mass density,
its specific heat capacity, its thermal conductivity (for silicon,
we find [12] Wm K at 75 C, Jg K ,
and gm ), and the rate of heat production (i.e.,
the dissipated power) density.

Equation (10) can be discretized in space by substituting fi-
nite increments for the partial derivatives; as an example, along
the direction we obtain (dropping for simplicity the explicit
dependence on and )

(11)

or

(12)

where indicates as usual the time derivative of , and is
a (small) increment in the direction. The final formulation is
obtained by multiplying both sides of the equation by the unit
volume , which yields

(13)

where is the power dissipated in the unit volume. It is now im-
mediate to show that (13) describes the electric circuit of Fig. 4
as well, once the following identities are defined:

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)
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Fig. 5. RC network associated to the unit volume of the discretized substrate.

Analogous equations are of course found for the resistances
and in the and directions, respectively. The three-dimen-
sional (3-D) network associated to the unit volume [3] is
displayed in Fig. 5. In the following, we will refer to the equiva-
lent electrical circuit describing the discretized heat equation as
the thermal circuit.

We remark that (10)–(15) assume a constant , which may
produce noticeably different temperature profiles, compared to
when a temperature-dependent is used [6], [8], [13]. Although
a temperature-dependent can be modelled as a nonlinear re-
sistor for better accuracy, we adopt a constant because of the
lower computational effort required by the numerical solution
of (14)–(17).

It is perhaps helpful to give an explicit interpretation of
(14)–(17). Equation (16) states that the power dissipated by any
circuit device must be injected, as a current , at the (surface)
grid node of the thermal circuit corresponding to the geo-
metrical location of the device; and the resulting temperature
variation at any other grid node is read as the voltage variation

at that node. The background temperature of the circuit is
set by adding a constant voltage between thermal ground and
circuit ground, which is equivalent to a straightforward voltage
shift of all nodes of the thermal circuit.

B. Augmented BJT Model

The actual interactions between thermal circuit and electrical
circuit are implemented in the augmented bipolar transistor
model (Fig. 6) proposed in [9], whose Spice3 description in re-
ported in the Appendix. The power dissipated by the transistor,
including the base resistance , is captured by two nonlinear
controlled current sources, which inject the dissipated power
in the grid node of the thermal circuit corresponding to the
physical location of the transistor.

The dynamic impact of the thermal circuit on the transistor,
on the other hand, is captured by adding a temperature-con-
trolled (i.e., voltage-controlled from the corresponding grid
node in the thermal circuit) voltage source in series with the
transistor base, which accounts for the already-mentioned
1.5 mV C voltage drop across a current-biased PN junction.
Lastly, the temperature dependence of the base resistance

Fig. 6. Schematic view of the augmented model of the bipolar transistor (Spice-
like code shown in the Appendix).

Fig. 7. Simplified electrothermal circuit for a bipolar differential pair. The tem-
perature impact on the BJTs is limited to V variations only.

is described by a temperature-controlled current source.5 A
simplified example of an electrothermal circuit is shown for a
bipolar differential stage in Fig. 7.

By digitizing the locations of all relevant DCS/PCS blocks
(i.e., those blocks either generating heat, or sensitive to tem-
perature variations), it is now possible to simulate the receiver
turn-on transient, including both thermal and electrical settling
effects, with a standard analog circuit simulator.

IV. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Details of the Simulation Setup

Fig. 8 shows the 3-D discretized model of the silicon die,
where the grid is uniform in the horizontal and directions,
with size m, while it is geometric in the
vertical direction (i.e., m, to limit the
computational complexity). As a result, the 300- m-thick die is

5Not surprisingly, augmented models for the MOS transistor are also avail-
able; see, e.g., [9], [14].
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Fig. 8. A 3-D view of the silicon die grid.

only four grid lines thick (of course, a tradeoff exists between
an increased simulation accuracy, which demands a finer grid,
and an increased simulation time).

The two DCS/PCS receivers were digitized over an area of
approximately 1.2 mm , resulting in a grid of 55 55 4 nodes
for the chosen spatial resolutions. The resulting thermal circuit
contained some 48 000 devices (mostly resistors and capacitors)
connected to some 12 000 nodes. Device locations were forced
to be on a specific grid node, and, to overcome problems caused
by numerical truncations, local positioning was taken into ac-
count whenever relevant. Thus, the critical mixer devices were
placed on separate grid nodes, rather then on the same grid, as
proper rounding would have suggested.

The differential DC offset at the baseband output was simu-
lated by means of a transient analysis of the sole thermal turn-on
transient. In other words, the circuit was initially assumed to be
idle (no biasing of any significant block) and at background tem-
perature. Biasing was then switched on, and the resulting base-
band transient was monitored.

It should be recognized that this approach is a strongly sim-
plified model of the actual time-variant operations in the mixer
cores. While it would be desirable to simulate the thermal tran-
sient in presence of the actual LO-drive turned on, this was
not feasible due to obvious simulation time constraints. Instead,
the mixer transistors were biased at midpoint, such that any
mixer-core offset would generate a corresponding base-
band offset. The ratio between unswitched-transistor offset and
switched-transistor offset was determined to be approximately
7.5 (which is close to the ratio of the single-ended LO-drive
amplitude to the thermal voltage 25 mV). In the com-
parisons between simulations and measurements, the simulated
mixer contributions were accordingly scaled down by the same
factor of 7.5. A final remark on this issue is that the rather large
LO-buffer power dissipation was still accounted for, even if the
mixers were not switched.

B. Simulations Versus Measurements

Several samples of DCS and PCS receivers were tested
with repeatable results. The measured baseband differential
DC offset includes the impact of the frequency synthesizer
settling as well; however, after the synthesizer has settled,
simulations should predict similar behaviors as measured.
Indeed, matching between simulations and measurements is
excellent. Fig. 9 shows the measured offset for DCS I and Q
channels (amplified a factor 10 for ease of detection) and the

corresponding simulated curves, for a substrate temperature
of 75 C. The table in Fig. 9 reports the difference between
the offset simulated/measured 100 s after synthesizer start-up
(when the synthesizer has safely settled), and the same after
800 s (covering the actual data burst with margin). Simulated
and measured values differ by less than 10%, which shows that
the devised electrothermal simulation model is surprisingly
accurate. In fact, it even captures the peak of the Q waveform
with the correct time constants.

The same data is shown in Fig. 10 for the PCS receiver; also
in this case, the matching is excellent for the I channel, where
thermal effects are obviously more prominent. While the rela-
tive error between simulation and measurement is larger for the
Q channel, even displaying a sign inversion, the absolute error
is still below 100 V; in fact, in this case the DC offset is almost
one order of magnitude below the I data, and lies very close to
the thermal noise floor of the receiver.

C. The Impact of Temperature Gradients

These simulations were also able to give a conclusive proof
that the main contribution to the baseband DC transient was
caused by the thermally induced in the DCS/PCS I/Q
mixer cores, the mixer cores being more sensitive to temperature
gradients in the DCS receiver than in the PCS receiver, because
of the different positions of the mixers (and LO buffers) with
respect to the DCS/PCS low-noise amplifiers (LNAs), as seen
in the die photograph of Fig. 11.

To understand the reason for the different temperature sensi-
tivity in the two receivers, we start by considering the placement
of the core transistors for the double-balanced (either I
or Q) mixer core, shown in Fig. 12 (top). This choice is quite
poor, as it exposes the mixer core to the effects of a temperature
gradient from, e.g., the DCS LNA. In fact, as is clear from (9),
we would desire that be as close as possible and of the same
sign as , in order to minimize . However, a temperature
gradient induced by the DCS LNA results in
and , which means that is positive and neg-
ative, thereby adding up instead of cancelling each other.

Of course, a more realistic analysis must consider the heat
generated by all other blocks as well, in particular by the LO
buffers. Fig. 13 shows the simulated difference between sub-
strate surface temperature and environment temperature (75 C)
at the chip locations where the DCS/PCS I/Q mixer-core tran-
sistors are placed (the abscissa origin being the left margin of
the chip), when the DCS receiver is active (i.e., with PCS/GSM
LNAs turned off). Contrary to what would be guessed at first
sight on account of the DCS LNA alone, it is the I mixer-core
transistors that experience the largest temperature variations
(some 85 m K between and ), even though the Q mixer
lies closer to the DCS LNA. This apparent inconsistency van-
ishes when we realize that the Q mixer has a more symmetrical
position than the I mixer, if both DCS LNA and LO buffers are
taken into account.

The same argument applies to the PCS receiver, with the ad-
dition that the PCS LNA is placed more symmetrically than the
DCS LNA with respect to the mixer cores, which justifies the
lower temperature sensitivity of the PCS receiver. Even more
favorable is the position enjoyed by the GSM I/Q mixer cores
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Fig. 9. I/Q DCS baseband DC offset, measured (left) and simulated (right), for an environment temperature of 75 C.

Fig. 10. I/Q PCS baseband DC offset, measured (left) and simulated (right), for an environment temperature of 75 C.
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Fig. 11. Die photograph of the relevant section of the tri-band receiver, with key blocks outlined (the I/Q mixer cores and LO buffers belonging to the GSM path,
visible to the right of the respective DCS/PCS blocks, are not outlined for simplicity).

Fig. 12. From top to bottom: double-balanced mixer core; original transistor
layout; 1-D common-centroid layout; 2-D common-centroid layout.

with respect to the GSM LNA and GSM LO buffers, explaining
why no temperature-related sensitivity loss was ever detected
for GSM signals.

A direct consequence of the analysis above is that the mixer
core (and actually its differential load as well) should be laid out
to reject temperature gradients. This is e.g., accomplished in the
one-dimensional (1-D) common-centroid layout of Fig. 12, ob-
tained by swapping and . In this case, any would com-
pletely disappear in presence of linear temperature gradients.

Fig. 13. Temperature increments in the substrate at the grid locations of the I/Q
mixer-core transistors.

Reality, however, is not so simple, as electrothermal simula-
tions reveal that temperature gradients in the substrate are not
linear in general, contrary to what is commonly assumed.

Fig. 14 shows both temperature and temperature gradient for
a heat point source located at the center of the die. The curve
interpolating the temperature gradient can be well approximated
as

m
(18)

where is the distance from the heat source in m, and is
the temperature at . As is also clear from Fig. 14, the
gradient is all but linear in the proximity of the heat source.
Thus, a common-centroid layout can strongly reduce, but never
completely cancel the effects of a real temperature gradient.

Still, besides the brute-force last resort of increasing circuit
separation, our best option is to exploit symmetry whenever
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Fig. 14. Simulated temperature (top) and temperature gradient (bottom) across
the die, together with interpolating curves, when a heat point source is placed at
the center of the die.

possible. In this sense, the optimal mixer-core layout is a 2-D
common centroid (see again Fig. 12), which, by construction, is
insensitive to arbitrary temperature gradients parallel to any of
its two axes of symmetry, compared to only one axis for the 1-D
case. A 2-D common-centroid layout only requires the minimal
design complication of splitting each transistor into two par-
allel-coupled ones, at the typical cost, however, of larger overall
parasitic capacitances.6

Table I shows the electrothermal simulations of the PCS/DCS
receivers for both the 1-D and 2-D common-centroid mixer
cores of Fig. 12. While it is obvious that even the 1-D common
centroid results in a greatly reduced DC offset, compared to the
previous designs, the 2-D common centroid affords a further
suppression by as much as one order of magnitude on average.
It is therefore clear that the 2-D common-centroid alternative
forces itself as the recommended one for temperature-sensitive
blocks. This is of course also true for temperature-sensitive
passive components such as resistors.

6It is straightforward to show that, independently of the three layout choices
discussed above (Fig. 12), �� is not affected by (small) LO-waveform duty-
cycle departures from the ideal 50% value, since � and � will always cancel,
as can be easily derived from (4)–(9).

TABLE I
SIMULATED DCS/PCS BASEBAND I/Q DC OFFSETS

WITH IMPROVED MIXER LAYOUTS

D. Two Remarks on Self-Heating

In the above analysis, we have disregarded self-heating in
the mixer core. This is because self-heating is very rapid, and
any associated electrothermal transients die out during the
initial phase of the received signal burst (such a transient is
clearly visible in, e.g., the Q channel measurement of Fig. 9,
and in the corresponding simulation as well, where an initially
quickly falling DC offset—partially swamped in the measure-
ments by noise from the frequency synthesizer startup—starts
rising when the effects of the external temperature gradient
become dominant). Thus, if we consider mixer self-heating
alone, the resulting DC offset is basically constant during
reception, and its impact can be easily removed in the digital
baseband, as already mentioned.

Apart from this, however, it is worth pointing out that the orig-
inal mixer layout and the 1-D common centroid of Fig. 12 actu-
ally swap roles with respect to self-heating. In fact, if we con-
sider the effects of self-heating alone, the innermost transistors
(i.e., and , and and , respectively) are warmer than
the outermost transistors, and it is easy to check that ide-
ally vanishes in the original layout, while surviving in the 1-D
common centroid, which is therefore inferior in combating self-
heating. The overall optimal solution is once again offered by
the 2-D common-centroid layout, as it rejects any self-heating
induced offset thanks to its symmetry.

E. Two Remarks on High-Temperature Sensitivity

The highest sensitivity degradation of approximately 4 dB
was measured for the DCS receiver at the highest considered
substrate temperature of 75 C. This is explained by the fact
that each LNA is biased for a constant transconductance versus
temperature. As is well known, this results in a larger LNA bias
current at higher temperatures, and in a larger power consump-
tion (i.e., generation) as a consequence.

Another possible cause of higher sensitivity degradation
at higher temperatures is the nature of , which falls with
increasing temperatures, determining a less efficient heat diffu-
sion in the substrate.

V. IMPROVED RECEIVER DESIGN

We were in fact able to fabricate and test the 1-D common-
centroid mixer-core version of the DCS/PCS receiver, as this
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Fig. 15. I/Q DCS baseband DC offset, measured (left) and simulated (right), with 1-D common centroid mixer layout.

Fig. 16. I/Q PCS baseband DC offset, measured (left) and simulated (right), with 1-D common centroid mixer layout.

required only a rewiring of metal layers (with the additional ad-
vantage of leaving all parasitic capacitances unaltered), as op-
posed to a wholly new custom layout for the 2-D common cen-
troid solution. The measured baseband DC offsets for the new
DCS/PCS receivers are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. While simu-
lations and measurements match very well for the Q channels,

this cannot be said for the I channels. However, it is clear that
the measured offsets are now in all cases much smaller than
in the previous receivers; thus, even if the relative simulation
errors may be large, the absolute errors are in fact small. Sen-
sitivity measurements on the new DCS receiver showed indeed
the expected 2 to 4 dB improvement (depending on the envi-
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ronment temperature), compared to the original version of the
receiver.7

Of course, it would be theoretically possible to reach a higher
degree of simulation accuracy by resorting to a finer die grid and
a temperature-dependent , and including more thermal (power)
sources. However, since the causes of the originally baffling
baseband DC offsets were by now very clear, no further elec-
trothermal simulations were needed for the production release
of the tri-band receiver.

VI. CONCLUSION

An initially mystifying sensitivity loss in a BiCMOS DCS re-
ceiver was eventually explained with the high sensitivity of the
mixer core in the receiver to dynamic temperature variations in
the silicon substrate. This conclusion was made possible by a
full-fledged electrothermal analysis of the receiver, performed
within an augmented simulation environment able to capture the
impact of the substrate temperature variations on the behavior
of the bipolar transistor, while calculating the same temperature
variations as functions of the power dissipated by the circuit de-
vices. The electrothermal simulations reconciled measurements
with theoretical predictions, and were a powerful instrument to
evaluate different circuit layouts for thermal effect minimiza-
tion. Accordingly, the superiority of 2-D common centroid lay-
outs was recognized, while a straightforward redesign of the
DCS receiver employing a 1-D common centroid mixer layout
resulted in a predicted and measured sensitivity enhancement of
2 to 4 dB.

APPENDIX

The Spice3 code for the augmented BJT model of Fig. 6 is
given below, including explanatory comments.

� BJT model augmented with junction
� temperature (i.e., voltage) at terminal j

.subckt augbjt c b e j

� calculate power dissipation

vc c ct dc 0

ve e et dc 0

bqs 0 j i = i(vc) � v(c; b) + i(ve) � v(e; b)

� calculate thermal VBE shift

ebt b bt j 0 �1.5m

� the device itself

q1 ct bt et bjtmod

.ends augbjt

� base resistance model augmented with
� temperature at terminal j

.subckt r_b a b j

7It may be of some interest to mention that yet another metal-level redesign
of the receiver was fabricated and tested before the final one discussed above.
Since this happened before the electrothermal simulation environment became
available, it was guessed (reasonably, but wrongly) that the main cause of
baseband offset was the thermal gradient across the resistors at the differential
output of the double-balanced mixer. Contrary to expectations, measurements
displayed only a modest performance improvement, a fact that was again
beautifully captured by the electrothermal simulations run shortly thereafter.

� power dissipated by base resistance

va a at dc 0 bp 0 j i = i(va) � v(a; b)

� temperature-dependent base resistance,

� nominal resistance value = 40 Ohm,
� temperature coefficient = �600 ppm

bg at b i = v(a,b)/(40 �(1�v(j,0)�600e�6))

.ends
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